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“Automated Driving will be a contribution to a more
efficient traffic flow with less critical situations – not
only on highways. Automation is also a benefit at a
lower speed range and therefore a relief for the driver.
For example, automated parking functions relieve the
driver from a tedious procedure. Damages while parking or maneuvering and the search for a parking spot
will be a thing of the past. Furthermore, parking space
will be used more efficiently”, says Frank Jourdan,
member of the Executive Board of Continental AG
and Chairman of the Chassis & Safety Division
Management Board.

Frank Jourdan

“Precise adaptation of the tire to the road conditions,
along with warnings of potential tire failure, low tire pressure
or low tread depth make a major contribution to greater
safety. Also, by adjusting the tire pressure to generate
low rolling resistance, drivers of electric cars can extend
the range of their vehicles. At the same time, our tire concepts ContiSense and ContiAdapt can be adapted to suit
the driver’s preferences or changes in the weather. What
we have developed here are ideas that combine greater
safety and sustainability with adaptability to the personal
preferences of the vehicle occupants,” says Nikolai Setzer,
Member of the Executive Board of Continental and Head
of the Tire Division.

Nikolai Setzer

New logo and key visual
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Vision Zero
New logo and
key visual
Continental has made Vision Zero its longterm goal. Why Vision Zero? In view of its
exceptional expertise in active and passive
safety systems, the company sees itself
as a key driver in reducing the number of
traffic-related fatalities, injuries, and road
accidents through the more widespread
use of innovative technologies. Continental
has been pursuing the long-term strategy
behind Vision Zero for many years now

and through innovations and the ongoing
improvement of components and systems
making a decisive contribution to greater
road safety. Vision Zero will be achieved in
three steps: Top priority goes to eliminating all road-traffic fatalities, then comes
reducing the number of persons injured to
zero, and finally we need to put an end to
road accidents.

DRIVER
KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDE
AND AWARENESS

AUTOMOTIVE SAFETY
TECHNOLOGIES
HOLISTIC STATE-OF-THE-ART
KNOW-HOW FOR SAFER DRIVING

TYRE
CREATING THE SAFEST AND
MOST RELIABLE PRODUCT

INFRASTRUCTURE
IMPROVING DRIVING CONDITIONS

High degree of transparency: This vitreous graphic illustrates Continental's knowhow in four special fields and its
contribution to Vision Zero: Tire, Automotive Safety Technologies, Driver and Infrastructure

Trained Parking
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Are you Still Searching, or Parking
Already? Sensors Enable Automated
Parking

Trained Parking

Basing its actions on the grid map of
the surroundings created by the image
interpretation of the driver assistance system, the vehicle takes over the complete
parking operation, including gas pedal
control, steering, changing gears, stopping and locking the parking brake in the
final position. The driver can control and
change the parking position suggested
by the system using the touchscreen. As
of this year, various manufacturers have
been installing Surround View systems in
their vehicles as standard.

Sensors which monitor the vehicle’s immediate surroundings are already being installed as standard in increasing numbers
of new vehicles. Modern safety technology warns, for example, when the safety
distance is too short, when objects appear
in the blind spot or in the event of sudden
danger. And this intelligent monitoring of
the vehicle’s surroundings not only aids
individual and general road safety but also
driving convenience: modern vehicles
park automatically, whether in town, in the
driver’s own garage or even in crowded
parking garages. In the future, the driver
won’t even have to sit behind the wheel.
The stressful search for a parking space.
Stressful parking. Studies show that drivers in Germany spend around 560 million hours a year simply searching for a
parking spot. This not only costs valuable
time and fuel money but also creates additional exhaust pollution. And repairing
the damage from numerous accidents
also costs money: according to surveys,
one in five drivers in Germany has already accidentally damaged another vehicle
when parking or leaving a parking spot.
Parking problems, by the way, are as old
as individual mass transportation. And
this goes for parking assists as well: as
early as the 1950s, the first manufacturers equipped their vehicles with “Curb
Feelers”. These feeler rods generated a
rasping noise on contact with a curb, warning the driver to take care. In the 1960s,
the famous tail fin design was created,
which made reverse steering easier in
large sedans which were difficult to navigate, such as the Cadillac and MercedesBenz. In 1991, the Mercedes-Benz S-Class
received dipsticks in its rear mud guard.
When engaging the reverse gear, these
orientation aids extended approximately
eight centimeters out in order to support
the driver when maneuvering.
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Daily routine: The car knows the way
And what if it is raining or snowing?
Wouldn’t you rather park directly in front
of your house? And then, wouldn’t it be
great if the car could find its own way into
the garage or into the designated parking
space? This, too, is possible. Continental
has developed a solution which can at
least relieve drivers from recurring parking routines. Upon request, the new Trained Parking function, which was shown
in September at the New Mobility World
during the International Motor Show Germany in Frankfurt, records and stores the
sequence of a parking procedure. If this
procedure is to be repeated, the driver
drives the vehicle close to the location
where the recording began. Then, all it
takes is the touch of a button and the
vehicle automatically performs the previously learned parking procedure.
Thanks to Surround View, it is able to detect obstacles – for example, a forgotten
garbage can – and to drive around it automatically or, if necessary, to stop. In the
case of moving objects, such as children
playing, the vehicle will stop immediately.
As soon as the surroundings are clear
again, the vehicle will automatically continue the parking process.

Fish-eye cameras ensure a detailed picture of
the vehicle’s surrounding

Surround View systems capture the entire vehicle surroundings

Today, hardly any vehicles roll off the
production line without an electronic parking assist. The new systems use sensors
based on cameras, ultrasound or shortrange radar to measure the distance from
obstacles and convert it into acoustic and
optical signals. Integrating further sensors,
such as reversing cameras and Surround
View systems, and their combination with
power steering enabled the first steps
toward automated parking. In the last few
years, this has led to the development of
the parking assist, which not only calculates the optimal turning angle but also
takes over the steering. The driver only
has to put the car into gear, brake and accelerate. And even that is no longer necessary in the latest equipment versions.
Existing Surround View systems
enable fully automated parking
The fish-eye cameras in Surround View
systems constitute a milestone on the

way to fully automated parking. They
capture the entire vehicle surroundings.
Their advantage as opposed to traditional
ultrasound sensors is that cameras detect
the white demarcation lines of parking
spaces and the large apex angle enables them to view even slanting parking
spaces, for example.
Some years ago, Continental recognized
the potential of Surround View systems
for parking applications and used them
in development vehicles for parking.
Four fish-eye cameras – one at the front
on the radiator grill, one at the tail and
one each at the foot of the side mirrors
– capture the entire vehicle surroundings
in a 360° radius, detect adequately sized
parking spaces and depict them on a
touchscreen in the car. The driver selects one of the available parking spaces
and then activates the automated parking command.

From automated to remote-control
parking
Current developments now allow the
parking process to be started even from a
distance. In what is known as Remote Parking, the driver selects the parking space
in the car and activates the remote mode.
They can then leave the vehicle while launching and tracking the automated parking
maneuver on an app on their cell phone.
The driver only has to keep the operation
going by touching a relevant button in the
app developed by Continental, and the
vehicle will automatically maneuver into
its final parking position, lock the doors
and shut down the engine. The driver has
remote control over the parking maneuver
at all times via the app. This also enables
the distance between the parked vehicles
to be reduced to as little as ten centimeters, generating additional space for other
road users. The available parking space is
therefore optimally used and the remote
system means that the driver does not
run the risk of damaging neighboring cars
when getting out.

Continental also uses sensors already
available in the vehicle to capture its
surroundings for the Trained Parking
function. The first time the route is driven
manually, the system generates a precise
map of the surroundings from the sensor
data and then stores this map. When the
vehicle later returns to the area covered by
this map, it can determine its precise position and automatically drive the learned
route. Depending on how much memory
is available, a Trained Parking system can
store several parking routines, each up to
several hundred meters in length. The par-

king procedure can also be reversed for
the car to drive out of the parking space
so that the driver can then get in right outside his front door.
Because the driver activates the process
by remote control, Trained Parking releases him from tiresome routines as well as
from the stress of getting in and out of
the car under constrained circumstances.
The Trained Parking technology is intended for series application from 2020 and
still requires monitoring by the driver via
remote control or app. Its further development and the combination of different
sensor types will also enable a completely
automated version.
Into the parking garage and back,
without the driver
Another further step is taken by automated “Valet Parking”, in which the driver
leaves the car at a transfer point in front
of a collective parking area or parking garage. The vehicle then drives through the
barrier automatically, finds a free parking
space and parks. When the driver presses
a button on their cell phone, the car returns to the transfer point automatically.
Pedestrians and other vehicles crossing
its path are detected and the driving strategy is adapted dynamically.
The special feature here: Automated
Valet Parking was developed in such a
way that a vehicle can find a parking
space regardless of the infrastructure in
the parking garage. No other changes or
investments, such as cameras or contact
barriers, are required in the parking garage, since the vehicle orientates itself by
means of sensors installed as standard.
This means that valet parking could become reality comparatively soon – probably already by 2022.

Trained Parking: Once they have been learned, the vehicle can independently perform parking
procedures at the touch of a button

ContiSense and ContiAdapt

Continental presents two new tire
technology concepts for greater
safety and comfort

The technologies, called ContiSense and ContiAdapt, have made their public
debut at the 2017 Frankfurt Motor Show (IAA) accompanied by a tire study.

ContiSense is based on the development of electrically conductive rubber compounds that enable electric
signals to be sent from a sensor in the tire to a receiver in the car. Rubber-based sensors continuously monitor
both tread depth and temperature. If the measured values are above or below predefined limits, the system at
once alerts the driver. If anything penetrates the tread, a circuit in the tire is closed, also triggering an immediate
warning for the driver – faster than the systems used to date, which only warn the driver when the tire pressure
has already begun to fall. In the future, the ContiSense system will feature additional sensors that can also be
utilized individually. Thus information about the road surface, such as its temperature or the presence of snow,
can be “felt” by the tire and passed on to the driver. The data can be transmitted to the vehicle electronics or
via bluetooth to a smartphone.
ContiAdapt combines micro-compressors integrated into the wheel to adjust the tire pressure with a variablewidth rim. The system can thus modify the size of the contact patch, which under different road conditions
is a decisive factor for both safety and comfort. Four different combinations allow perfect adaptation to wet,
uneven, slippery and normal conditions. For example, a smaller contact patch combined with high tire pressure
make for low rolling resistance and energy-efficient driving on smooth, dry roads. By contrast, the combination
of a larger contact patch with lower tire pressure delivers ideal grip on slippery roads. The system also permits
very low tire pressures of below 1 bar to be set, to help ease the vehicle out of a parking space in deep snow,
for example, or traverse a dangerous stretch of black ice.

Wet, dry or icy ground: Depending
on the road condition, integrated
sensors and micro-compressors
provide the correct tire pressure.

ContiSense and ContiAdapt are joined by a concept tire that enables the benefits of both systems to be fully
leveraged. The tire design features three different tread zones for driving on wet, slippery or dry surfaces.
Depending on the tire pressure and rim width, different tread zones are activated and the concept tire adopts
the required “footprint” in each case. In this way, the tire characteristics adapt to the prevailing road conditions
or driver preferences.
Continental considers both these tire technology concepts promising solutions for the mobility of the future
as tires are adapted to meet the needs of automated driving and electrification. Low rolling resistance, for example, makes it possible for electric cars to cover greater distances on a single charge. At the same time, the
tires can be adapted to suit the driver’s personal preferences or in response to sudden changes in the weather.
These concepts are the logical next step in the future-oriented development of the REDI sensor, brought to
market by Continental in 2014, which was instrumental in establishing smart communication between vehicle
and tire. The new tire technology concepts follow on from the two established mobility technologies ContiSeal,
for the automatic sealing of punctures, and ContiSilent, for a tangible reduction in tire/road noise. Able to draw
on more than a century of experience in tire technology and with in-house expertise in the fields of vehicle
electronics and automotive IT, Continental is systematically aligning its products with the future requirements
of autonomous driving and electric mobility.
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Vision Zero Live in UK

Engagement for Safety
– Vision Zero Live in UK
There’s no avoiding the uncomfortable truth that there are still 1.24 million
people killed globally on roads every
year. In the UK, motor accidents continue to be the number one cause of
premature deaths. So Continental Tires UK is activating Vision Zero to play
an active role in tackling the number
of accidents year-on-year. As one of
the top automotive suppliers in the
UK, Continental has been campaigning through partnerships, events and
empowering motorists with information to help make a Vision Zero future
– with zero fatalities, injuries or accidents possible.
1,710 road fatalities were registered in the
UK between June 2016 and June 2017.
There are almost five fatal road accidents
a day – with serious consequences for
those affected, their relatives and the whole
of society. Locally, Continental aims to
address all those active on the roads, from
drivers, to fleet operators, to safety bodies
and cyclists. Vision Zero is anchored in the
company’s corporate strategy, as CEO
Dr. Elmar Degenhart states, accidents belong in a museum.
In the UK, Continental is known fundamentally as a tire business and this plays a
significant part in Vision Zero. Currently it’s
estimated an astonishing 10 million tires
on British roads could be illegal and dangerous, not meeting the requirements of
British legislation. With 1.6mm the legal limit for tire tread depth, stopping distances
are greatly increased in wet condition, a
norm in the UK. Drivers need to be aware
of the fact, that the contact patch of a tire
is similar in size to a smartphone, so the
safety implications are huge. When the tire
tread depth has reached the minimum of
1.6mm, the risk for aquaplaning becomes
dangerously high. So it is an essential goal
to increase the awareness of British drivers
for the relevance of their tires in glance of
road safety.

Vision Zero Live
As a part of this Continental UK’s safety
focus, it has been hosting Vision Zero Live
events across the country – educating
consumers on tire safety, as well as automotive technology and wider road safety.
The aim of Vision Zero Live was to empower a range of drivers with knowledge
about simple factors that cause many accidents on the road today, yet somewhat
overlooked by the majority.
Over five locations, totaling 20 days across
the UK and Ireland, Vision Zero Live showcased an array of driving experiences and
seminars to give a range of consumer’s key
knowledge about how to minimize the risk
when driving. These modules included wet
breaking, tread depth comparison, wet
handling, tire pressure and driver distraction.
Local Engagement
Within the UK tire industry Continental is a
founding member of TireSafe, an industry
body with a longstanding commitment
to raising consumer awareness around
defective and part worn tires on British
roads. Driver education plays a key part in
this and over the last ten years Continental
has worked to raise awareness of tire safety
month, and simple checks all motorists
should undertake like checking tread
depth and tire pressures. The training of
drivers plays a decisive role in this context.
For example, the average driver in the UK
can save up to £50 a year through driving
on correctly inflated tires!
Continental has also been educating Highways England about the importance of
advanced driver assistance systems. This
is part of Highways England, a government
body set up to maintain and improve some
of the UK’s busiest roads, ‘Driving for Better Business’ campaign: aiming to reduce
costs and improve efficiency that come
from managing work related road safety.

Mercedes-Benz World
Looking to work with car manufacturers
is key for Continental, constantly seeking
to support its Vision Zero-goals. As a
‘Partner in Excellence’ at Mercedes-Benz
World, Continental have educated over
1000 motorists on the differences between summer and winter tires. Visitors to
Mercedes-Benz World near London are offered free demonstrations during selective
weeks, showing the differences in braking
between the different types of tires on the
market – further increasing consumers
knowledge on the pivotal part they play
when driving in all conditions.

Safe ride on two wheels: Continental supports the annual Prudential Ride London

Safety to the streets
Engaging two-wheel customers, an important consumer in the journey to Vision
Zero, Continental has become the official
safety partner of the Prudential Ride London, an annual festival of cycling – supplying a safety video before the event, safety
riders during the race and safety cladding
along dangerous stretches of the course
to warn cyclists and avoid any potential
incidents. The event reiterates some of
Continentals key safety messages to help
cyclists and motorists work in harmony to
create a safer future for all.
Vision Zero
Through all of these partnered initiatives,
Continental wants to make an important
contribution to a safe future of road traffic
without serious injuries or fatalities – neither in the UK nor in any other country.
Therefore, Continental has hailed industry
recognition – winning Tire Manufacturer
of the Year 2017 by trade journal Tire
Technology International and CIPR Pride
(Chartered Institute of Public Relations)
Best Consumer Relations campaign in line
with Vision Zero. Through 2018, the journey continues for Continental UK – striving
to educate and supply drivers with everything possible for a vision zero future.
One team – one vision: Continental UK wants to tackle the number of accidents
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The Global Goals
#STOPTHECRASH

Searching for a parking space
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Brought to you by Annina Braumann, Event Manager at Continental Tires China
made it obvious that in an emergency situation it is impossible for
the driver to stabilize the vehicle and get it under control. However,
for many of our visitors this demonstration was still eye opening
and raised the awareness of checking the air pressure on a regular
basis. Although basic tire knowledge, we did not get tired of enhancing the safety benefits of using high-tech tires inflated to the
correct pressure and equipped with adequate tread depth.
Our colleagues Mengze Yang (Customer Service) and Mingming
Gu (R&D) were supporting onsite to deliver the right message to
the guests and explain the tire demonstration to Government officials, employees from Chinese public transportation and vehicle
ministries, OEM’s, students and also interested locals. On the two
intensive event days, we had the chance to reach over 600 people
in seminars and podium discussions and 350 on the event track.

Annina Braumann, Event Manager Continental Tires China

From October 16th – 18th 2017 the worldwide touring campaign
Stop the Crash made its showing to Shanghai. After events in Brazil,
Chile, Malaysia and Thailand, China was their 5th destination to
enhance the importance of life saving technologies in vehicles.
Together with our colleagues from the Stop the Crash partners
Autoliv, Bosch, Denso, ITT and ZF TRW we supported the campaign launch for China and showcased the impact of correct air
pressure on vehicle control and steering response.

A great achievement was signed by twelve major Chinese car
brands as they announced their decision to fit all new models
with lifesaving anti-skid technology, electronic stability control
(ESC), from January 2018 onwards. Collectively representing 85%
of the Chinese manufacturer market Besturn, Changan, Dongfeng Fengshen, Geely, Haval, Hongqi, Lynk & Co, MG, Trumpchi,
Roewe, Senova and Wey set new premises for injury prevention
on Chinese roads. For Continental this commitment is a great
step towards our VISION ZERO.
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The biggest cities and ˜inancial centers are the areas most affected by limited parking.

In New York, drivers spend an average of 107 hours
looking for parking spaces, in London, 67 hours
and in Frankfurt 65 hours each year.
Unused vehicles
On average, vehicles are stationary

95% of the time.

Calculated in hours, a car spends

little
driving time

23 hours a day parked on a public
or private property.

lots of
parking time

Minor Parking Accidents and Insurance Costs in Germany
Almost every other car accident
in Germany occurs while

2 m.

parking or

minor parking
accidents per year

maneuvering a vehicle

New and innovative

parking systems
prevent

25%
parking accidents

To really make our guests feel the importance of correct inflation
pressure, we demonstrated the effect of too low air pressure in a
double lane change maneuver at the event track “A NICE CITY”
- a pilot test zone for intelligent connected vehicles in Shanghai,
Anting. We equipped two Ford Focus with the tire line Continental
UltraContact 6 in the dimensions 205/60/16’’ and had one vehicle
with correct tire pressure and the other one with only 1.1 bar at
the rear axle.
We all know, in critical situations, it is the tire that determines
whether the vehicle can stop in time – or whether it stays safely
on course through a corner. The double lane change maneuver

Hours

USA

Waste caused

Correct tire pressure helps to save lifes
– Live demonstrations at Stop the Crash Event
in Shanghai

by searching for a parking space

These are the costs

Minor parking
accidents cost euro
In eight out of ten cases,
the accident occurs when

Accidents only
rarely occur when

leaving a
parking space

entering a
parking space

3.5 bn.

each year

1.750 €

per accident

Annina and the Stop the Crash team

Vision Zero
Accident avoiding driving – innovatively powered by Continental.
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